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Abstract

Power BI has taken the world of business intelligence, data visualization and analytics by storm.
Power BI is an online service that enables searching data, transforming it, visualizing it, and sharing
the developed reports and dashboards with other users in the same or different department/organiza-
tions or even with the general public. As of February 2017, more than 200,000 organizations across
205 countries are using Power BI. Power BI is having a free option that has adequate features and
functionality, it has become a serious contender for use as a business intelligence platform in small
and medium organizations. One of the innovative features of Power BI is its Quick Insights feature
(Michael Hart, 2017) that is built on a growing set of advanced analytical algorithms. After upload-
ing a dataset to Power BI, a click of a button can be used to invoke this feature that automatically
builds many reports based on its analysis of the data, without any human intervention being re-
quired. This also helps reduce human errors, in calculations and statistical techniques, which lead
to un-verifiable research. Accepting even Excel spreadsheets as input, Power BI is easy to use and ripe
for adoption as a platform for Research Data Analysis. In this paper, an attempt has been made to show
how easily a dataset of research data can be transformed by Power BI into a set of analytical reports and
dashboards, and which can be shared with ease.
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Flow of Power BI

Power BI, from Microsoft, is a suite of business
analytics tools that is used to analyze data and share
insights in the form of reports and dashboards. User
data in various forms – spreadsheets, text files,
databases, etc. form the input for Power BI. Datasets
are formed by transforming the data provided by
the users. Data transformations are decided by the
users. This step is used to remove errors and
redundant data, correct formatting, and prepare data
for further analysis by organizing them into suitable

normalized forms, and so on. Based on the report
and dashboard being developed, filtering the data
to only include the relevant bits enables one to focus
on only the data that matters.

Once a dataset is ready, reports can be created from
them by adding from a choice of multiple
visualization elements. Visualization elements in
Power BI ranges from showing a single number to a
gradient coloured map. These visuals help present
data in a way that provides context and insights.
Filters can be applied on the reports so that relevant
data is surfaced for users interested in analyzing
the data. Such reports can be built manually or by
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using the Quick Insights feature, which uses various
algorithms to analyze the data and returns a set of
reports that it builds automatically.

Once reports are published, elements of the report
or the whole report can be included in dashboards.
Power BI dashboards show a 360 degree view of the
data by enabling users to keep their most important
metrics in one place. They also allow users to interact
with the reports for filtering or querying the data,
even allowing natural language queries. It is however
limited to a single page, thereby surfacing only the
relevant portions of the data to make it easy for
users to draw insights. It is further possible to
constantly update the report and dashboard data,
in real time, and make it available on all devices like
PCs and smartphones.

Getting Started with Power BI

Power BI Desktop for windows can be downloaded
freely from the website  https://
powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/get-started/ . The
Power BI Desktop for Windows can be used to
create datasets and reports on their computers. This
is required for those users that want to work offline,
save their report files and later publish it to the online
service. It is also meant for data modeling purposes.
Users can also Sign Up for the Power BI service at
the same url. Online service is available for Quick
Insight feature and also where reports and
dashboards can be shared.

Frequently asked questions on software
requirements, academic pricing, etc. is answered at
h t t p s : / / p o we r b i . m i c r os o f t . c o m / e n - u s /
documentat ion /powerbi-frequen t ly-asked-
questions/ (Maggie Sparkman, 2017). The best place

to get started with learning Power BI is https://
powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/guided-learning/ and
it introduces users to all the relevant topics of this
powerful analytical and visualization platform. Once
a user is signed up for the Power BI online service,
datasets, reports and dashboards can be developed
with ease.

Presently one can sign up to use Power BI, only
with an organization email address. It does not allow
use of email addresses from public or commercial
mail service providers like Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo,
etc. Emails from registered domains of colleges,
universities and research institutions can be used
to sign up for  the service. For example,
ProfessorEmail@university.edu or
ResearcherEmail@researchinstitute.ac.in and such
email addresses can be used. If an organization is
using Office 365 or Microsoft Azure, their users can
login to that and if Power BI service is listed, can
access it from there. For users that do not have an
organization email, and who are okay with not
sharing reports or dashboards with other users in
their organization, https://powerbi.microsoft.com/
en-us/documentation/powerbi-admin-signing-up-
for-power-bi-with-a-new-office-365-trial/ is an option
(Adam Saxton, 2017).

Methodology

Power BI supports many forms and formats of data
that it can analyze. We decided to use an Excel
spreadsheet for this purpose. It had data regarding
Anna University research productivity – viz.
information about conference papers and research
articles authored by individuals from Anna
University. The data had earlier been obtained from

https://
mailto:ResearcherEmail@researchinstitute.ac.in
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/
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Scopus in a year wise manner, and had been
aggregated for the desired time period along with
addition of various calculated fields. Data covering
various topics of interest were organized into
different sheets. The core data had these fields –

 Author Count

 Page Count

 Subject

 Authors

 Title

 Year

 Source title

 Cited by

 Affiliations

 Authors with affiliations

 Abstract

 Author Keywords

 Index Keywords

 Publisher

 Conference name

 Conference date

 Conference location

 Language of Original Document

 Document Type

From the core data in one spreadsheet, desired data
was extracted into separate spreadsheets.

 Country Wise spreadsheet had two columns –
Country and Records.

 Subject Wise spreadsheet had two columns –
Subject and Records.

 Year Wise spreadsheet had two columns – Year
and Records.

 Quantum of Literature spreadsheet had two
columns – Institution and Records.

 Single and Multiple author spreadsheet had two
columns – Author Count and Records
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Figure 1 shows one of the spreadsheets with information regarding research articles.

Figure 1: Research Data spreadsheet with info about Articles – Author Count, Page Count, Subject,
Authors, Title are the columns shown.
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Building a Dataset with our Input Data

It is necessary to login to Power BI or use the Power
BI Desktop to build a dataset using an Excel
spreadsheet. Online service option was chosen and
logged in to the account, where the Navigation Bar
had an option for Get Data (Michele Hart, 2017).

On invoking Get Data, it gives various options to
get data ranging from content packs to online
services. Below steps were followed to complete
this phase -

 The clear option, in our case, to “Import or
Connect to Data” had Files as one option, and
Database as another.

 On selecting File, it further prompted us with
options for Local File, One Drive – Business,
One Drive – Personal, and SharePoint – Team
Sites. In our case, since we had an Excel
workbook, it was a Local File that we selected.

 At the last step, it gave options whether to Import
or Upload. Upload is simply used to view the
data, and not to create reports. So, we selected
the option to Import the data. (David Iseminger,
2017)

Creating Reports

After completing the steps for Get Data, on the
navigation pane, we saw the name of our workbook,
FINAL RAWDATA – Copy being listed under the
Datasets option. On the workspace, in the middle of
the screen, was a blank/white canvas and on the
right, it had Visualization, Filter and Field options
which could be used to create a report.

On clicking the ellipsis “…” button next to the
dataset name, it gave other options including Quick
Insights. We used the Quick Insights option and it

generated some reports for us automatically. Figure
2 shows one of the Quick Insights report that was
generated automatically.

Figure 2: One of the Quick Insights report that
was generated automatically for the dataset

With reports being automatically generated using
Quick Insights, we used the View Insights option
next to the dataset name to see the various reports.
It had created a lot of reports for the dataset we
created and these were the ones at the top –

 Count of Publisher by Year

 Page Count by Language by Original Document

 Count of Publisher by Language by Original
Document

 Count of Publisher and Page Count

 Page Count by Subject

These reports created by Quick Insights usually
compared one or two fields where there was a clear
trend in the data. We needed a few specific reports
according to our requirement, and we could create
them from the scratch by clicking on the dataset
name, and dragging the required fields to the canvas
(Michele Hart, 2017). Choice of visualization was
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changed if the dragged fields were shown as a table.
Once the report met our requirements, we saved it
and gave it a name. It appeared in the list of Reports
on the navigation pane.

Creating a Dashboard

On each report and View Insights listing, the
contents (visualizations) were shown in rectangles,
called Tiles. These tiles had a Pin icon. Selecting
that gave the option to pin that content to an
existing or new dashboard. For the first visualization,
we selected the new option and gave a name -
AnnaUniversityResearch. For the other
visualizations, we selected the existing dashboard
option and added it to AnnaUniversityResearch.

Figure 3 shows a partial view of the dashboard that
we were able to create. All this was achieved in 15-
20 minutes, without any coding, and shows how
easy it is to perform Research Data analysis using
Power BI.

Figure 3: A partial view of the dashboard Anna
University Research.

Analyzing the data using natural language

At the top of the dashboard presentation, “Ask a
question about your data” can be clicked and a
question can be entered in natural language. We
asked the question – Average page count by subject.
A report got generated automatically and shown. It
could be pinned to the dashboard, if needed. This is
the Q&A feature of Power BI, that helps with quick
analysis of our research data. Figure 4 shows the
result of our Q&A.
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Figure 4: Q&A feature allows users to ask
questions in natural language to query the data, via
the dashboard.

Sharing Reports and Dashboards

Data visualization and analytics being a tool in the
management process, it is necessary to share the
reports and dashboards in quick time for appropriate
action. Power BI enables various options to share
reports and dashboards (ajayan, 2017). One can
publish the results to a website or blog, share it
with other users within the organization, and share
it with user groups, etc. with confidence that those
sharing rules will be applied effectively.

Conclusion

Our experience with Power BI has shown that it is a
radical approach to simplifying the business
intelligence and data analytics space, whereby
individuals and organizations can easily provide
data, build reports or have them automatically

created, aggregate them in dashboards, and share it
with minimal investment of time and effort. When
this service is delivered by an organization of the
repute of Microsoft, with independent verification
by Gartner which has compared the competition, it
is evident that Power BI is a unique opportunity for
research institutions and professionals to fulfil their
data analysis needs.
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